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SUSAN A.
LIPSHUTZ

Integrative Psychotherapist
Founder, everydaymedicinewoman.com

What does a day in the life of Susan Lipshutz look like? In addition to
my private practice [Susan A. Lipshutz, LCSW], I am an advisor and
meditation instructor at CHILL Meditation + Massage on Kinzie
Street, where I offer occasional workshops and a monthly meditation
circle for cancer thrivers and caregivers. I’ve also been partnering with
Evolve Her in River North offering Full Moon women’s events, and
I’m currently planning my annual goddess gathering/women’s retreat
for 2019—it’s in its 19th year! And I co-host a monthly New Moon
podcast called Moonwise via moontentco.com.
Looking back on your career, what are you most proud of? I am very
proud to be a small part of the deep, rich, beautiful healing that I
have witnessed in my one-on-one work and truly humbled by the
power and courage women discover—and mirror for one another—
in circles, awakening their wisdom, intuition and self-love. There is a
great deal of compassion and forgiveness that happens as a result.
What is your favorite quote or motto? ‘The world is changed by your
example, not by your opinion’—Paulo Coelho
Who is your muse? I am deeply inspired by Mother Nature, the
captivating dance of the moon and her cycles; by the relationship
between the natural and human realms. We are all connected by
our breath and the invisible threads of the cosmos. On a lighter
note, my musical muse is Joni Mitchell.
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Name your No. 1 life-changing, aha moment… My personal
life cycle as a woman has taught me that love heals everything.
Unexpectedly falling so deeply in love and breaking open my
heart via giving birth to my children—and all the awakenings
that followed—is the greatest example. At the same time I was
moving through the painfully sacred portal of my mother’s
death. This intense series of events cracked open the façade of
the life I had created to reveal my true calling and lifted the
veil into the beauty of the invisible mystery that is the richest
part of life.
What is your biggest regret? I have come to accept that being human
means we are imperfect and mistakes are inevitable, especially
when we take risks in the spirit of greater growth. In other words,
I make mistakes on a daily basis and am grateful that I can find
humor in so much of this life.
What is your biggest challenge—professional or personal—that you
work on every day? To live every day with a clear mind; a warm,
open, grateful heart; and to devote ample time to self-care. And
to love more.
Give us one word that best describes how you aspire to live your
life? Several words come to mind: authenticity, intuition, trust,
resiliency, humor and love. sl

